London Drives Global Asymmetric Warfare

by Jeffrey Steinberg

Aug. 3—Senior intelligence officials from the United States, Europe, and Asia are bracing for a renewed wave of asymmetric warfare attacks, modeled on the November 2008 Mumbai, India assault. They cite the recent massacre at a youth festival outside of Oslo, Norway; terrorist attacks in Sinkiang province in China; and the aborted attack on Fort Hood, Texas, as examples of the kinds of operations that have security services on alert.

The major flaw in the security assessment is the failure to focus on the strategic motives behind the global wave of “Mumbai-style” attacks, and the common Anglo-Saudi “mother” of all of these seemingly disparate operations.

For certain British factions, associated with the most radical Malthusian elements around Prince Philip and the global green movement, the most immediate strategic objective is the destruction of the United States, through the ripping up of the U.S. Constitution and a plunge into chaos. The recent “Enabling Law” signed by President Obama on Aug. 2, establishing a nascent unconstitutional dictatorship, and the murderous austerity deal underlying the “Super-Congress” scheme, is guaranteed to plunge a majority of Americans into desperate poverty, and to create the conditions for rampant chaos.

A source warned that Mexican drug cartels have established retail drug-trafficking organizations in over 200 American cities, creating yet another source of potential violence and chaos.

Under these immediate circumstances, any kind of “Mumbai-style” attack on a U.S. city or cities would have devastating psychological and political consequences.

That is the backdrop for understanding the significance of the growing terror alerts.

The Mumbai Model

According to one senior retired U.S. intelligence official who was involved in the investigations following the November 2008 Mumbai attack, the modus operandi employed by the ten-man team is one that can be replicated in almost any major city around the globe. The source explained that the men were professionally trained on a range of weapons and explosives, and were in perfect physical shape. They were prepared to die in the mission. Of the four teams that launched the simultaneous attacks against targeted sites in the city, three performed their operations successfully, and killed large numbers of people before security forces could respond. The fourth team partially failed, leading to the capture of one of them, and some in-depth leads on the operational planning and support.

While the Mumbai operation was traced back to training camps in Pakistan, tied to elements of the country’s Inter-Service Intelligence (ISI), other elements of support for the attack lead more directly to British-sponsored and protected, and Saudi-financed, organized crime gangs and neo-Salafi movements.

As long as the coverup of the Anglo-Saudi “Al Yamamah” involvement in the original 9/11 attacks is allowed to continue, the threat of more such grand asymmetric warfare operations remains. The Mumbai attack came from the same “Al Yamamah” apparatus, according to one senior U.S. intelligence officials who has been personally involved in the investigation of 9/11.

His warning was pointed: There is not a U.S. city today that is prepared to respond adequately to a Mumbai-style attack, before large numbers of people would be killed. The budget cuts in municipal police and emergency response agencies is further contributing to this vulnerability.

The problem is top-down. This is a British-engineered operation, utilizing assets that have been created over the past 30 years or more, even predating the original “Al Yamamah” deal, creating the global slush fund for black operations. Only by taking a top-down approach to identifying and dismantling that London-centered capability can the looming attacks be preempted. With the British-imposed Super-Congress dictatorship just established over the United States, any other approach will be used as a further pretext for even more draconian measures. As Lyndon LaRouche warned in an Aug. 1 interview with Alex Jones, there is already blood in the streets, as the result of the London-directed coup and the killer cuts in vital services.